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NMP Program and Data Review
Eastern Research Group, Inc (ERG) is the contract laboratory for EPA’s National Monitoring Programs 
(NMP)*, which includes the following programs:

Urban Air Toxics Monitoring Program (UATMP), 

National Air Toxics Trends Stations (NATTS) network, 

Community-Scale Air Toxics Ambient Monitoring (CSATAM) program, and

Photochemical Assessment Monitoring Stations (PAMS) program. 

These programs have extensive data verification and validation requirements. ERG is developing interactive 
apps (via Qlik Sense®) to help facilitate air toxics data review for these programs.

*NHAPs = formerly NMP
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What is Qlik Sense®?
Qlik Sense is a data analytics tool that allows for the development of app(s) that enable 
interactive data exploration by different users.  

https://www.qlik.com/us/products/qlik-sense

EPA is using Qlik Sense as one means of inter-actively viewing data and thus, we at ERG are 
utilizing it as well. 
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Internal Data Visualization
The ERG lab’s first development of a data visualization app was for internal data visualization. 

Essentially, the app allowed us to quickly review data to make sure everything looked as expected. 

Doing this step in our QA has revealed to us, as a few examples, 

outliers at a given monitoring site
the identification of a sample line leak; 
an unknown parking lot resurfacing operation; 
 impacts of nearby burning; 
or the effects of extreme heat, 

an internal standard contamination issue at the lab

changes in concentrations trends at a monitoring site.
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Internal Data Visualization
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Internal Data Visualization
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Internal Data Visualization
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Allowing clients to see what we see
For the 2021 PAMS season, we developed site-specific apps to share with our individual clients to help 
them review AutoGC on their end while we were reviewing it on ours. 

The app provided interactive:

time series plots

statistical tables

various bar charts

 AQS coding

Sites can provide us with feedback to help us enhance their app with requested formatting changes or 
additional data products.
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Allowing clients to see what we see
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Allowing clients to see what we see
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Modernizing Reports
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Modernizing Reports
The Qlik Sense Dashboard for EPA’s National Monitoring Program’s (NMP) data is intended to replace the 
annual NMP report. We are starting with 2017 data.

The app was developed and designed to increase awareness of the data products and tools developed by 
the contract laboratory and allows users greater flexibility in exploring those products on their own. 

The app is comprised of a number of tabs which provide filters that allow the user to explore data based 
on analytical method, pollutant, and geographical location.

The app essentially presents most of the same tables and graphs as the written report but allows the user 
to simply click on a site or state of interest and all the tables and graphs bend to the will of the user.
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Modernizing Reports
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Status of 2017 NMP app
Currently, the app is housed on EPA’s server and awaiting approval to go public.
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Questions?

My contact information:

Jaime Hauser

Jaime.hauser@erg.com

919-468-7813
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NMP App Screenshots – About the Data
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NMP App Screenshots - Overview
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NMP App Screenshots - Overview
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NMP App Screenshots - Completeness
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NMP App Screenshots - Stats
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NMP App Screenshots - Risk
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NMP App Screenshots - POI
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NMP App Screenshots - POI
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NMP App Screenshots - POI
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NMP App Screenshots - Trends
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NMP App Screenshots - Precision
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NMP App Screenshots - Accuracy
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